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sity, and an honor for the pro-
gram."
HE ANNOUNCED Tony
Skrbek will be the honors re-
presentative.Skrbek, a 1963 po-
litical science graduate of S.U.
and a graduate of the first hon-
ors class, is presently enrolled
in the Institute of International
Relations at the U. of Denver,
where he is a teaching assist-
ant.
Described by Fr. O'Brien as
"a kind of clearinghouse whose
purpose is to.helpset up special
courses of study for superior
students in U.S. colleges," the
ICSS was organized six years
ago through the CarnegieFoun-
dation, and is designed mainly
to deal with state and public
universities.
Dr. Philip Mitterling,director
FRED BURICH
g.p.a. He was secretary to the
group last year.
Burich spent his first two
years at S.U. in the honors pro-
gram. "The most dominant in-
fluence in my college career
has been the honors program,"
he said. He mentioned that the
dialogue method of the honors
program helped him to "think
on my feet."
He emphasized that the meth-
od is excellent preparation for
the type of interview he had
to take in applying for the
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
LAST YEAR Burich was in-
strumental in setting up S.U.s
readingprogram.He workedon
it with Dick Twohy and Mary
K. Owens throughout the year.
At present Burich has no im-
mediateplans for the summer.
He spent last summer touring
Europe with three other col-
lege students.
of ICSS, called the honors pro-
gram at S.U. "the best in the
United States, in my opinion,"
and in his invitational letter to
Fr. O'Brien, noted that "your
programis a unique one .. .we
would benefit from your attend-
ance."
S.U.— Nevada
Relations Cut
The Universityof Nevada sev-
ered basketball relations with
S.U. Monday. Jack Lawler, Ne-
vada athletic director, said in
a letter to S.U. that the reason
was remarks made by S.U.
coach Boy Boyd after he re-
turned to Seattle.
Boyd was quoted in a human-
interest story by John Owen
of the P-I a week after the
game as saying, "There were a
few other crude remarks from
the rooting section at Nevada.
Everybody else we encountered
on the trip was completely sym-
pathetic. Nevada is a small
school and, well ... to be
frank, they're rather bush."
Boyd said that his remark of
"bush" was referring to the
"uncalled-for remarks by a few
fans throughout the game at
Reno." He said his remark was
not to berate the team, as "they
played very well" or "reflect
on the school." Boyd said he
did not make any reference to
the school when he made the
remark about being "bush."
Boyd explained that the in-
tent of the story was to portray
the hardships that the team
encountered as a result of the
unfortunate circumstances sur-
rounding the team after the
point - shaving charge asainst
Charlie Williams and Peller
Phillips.
By JUDY RAUNIG
Fred Burich, S.U. senior,
has been awarded a Wood-
row Wilson Fellowship for
the coming academic year.
The fellowship covers full tui-
tion and an $1,800 living-expense
stipend. It can be used for study
at any U.S. or Canadian univer-
sity.
BURICH, a 21-year-old phil-
osophy major, has applied to
the graduate schools of Har-
vard University, the University
of Chicago and Toronto Univer-
sity.
Hailing from Medford, Ore.,
Burich is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Fred Burich. He intends
to go on for his doctorate and
eventually hopes to teach mod-
ern philosophyat the university
level. His special fields of in-
terest inphilosophy are phenom-
enology, Chinese thought and
the relationship of faith and
reason.
A MEMBER OF Alpha Sigma
Nu, national Jesuit honorary,
Burich has maintained a 3.93
Biology Research
Grant Renewed
Renewal of a $7,500 grant
from the National institutes of
Health was announced Thurs-
day by Dr. Richard Neve, head
of the biology department. The
grant is for work being done
on hemoglobin synthesis.
The work involves the suc-
cessful separationof hemoglobin
compoundsby a process of Thin
Layer Chromatography. This is
a method of testing the absorp-
tion capacity of hemoglobins.
The effect of different pro-
teins inenzymes responsible for
incorporating an atom of iron
into the porphyrin nucleus is
studied, and the iron plus the
porphyrin, comprising a heme,
are then joined to a goblin.The
effect of the globin in reaction
to the heme is further studied
and results reported to the Na-
tional Institutes of Health.
The study is being done in
the biology department labs.
Agreement Reached:
Senate Approves Financial Bill
The senate met in the Xavier
Snack Bar and in the course of
their actions passed a bill set-
ting up a scholarshipfor amem-
ber of the junior class in the
name of The Very Rev. A. A.
Lemieux, S.J., as advocated by
McMahon. The billpassed 12 to
2, withsenators Dodd and Steve
Riggs voting against the mea-
sure.
The senate also granted a
charter and approved the con-
stitution of the Armed Services
Club, granted operating ex-
penses to the Political Union
from the senate general fund
and approved the appointment
of Buz Furseth as electionboard
co-ordinator.
executive office-holder to two
terms in office. This was similar
to a bill introduced earlier in
the quarter which had failed to
pass because "it was directed
at a present office-holder."
They also approveda contract
of the SpecialEvents Committee
to secure the services of the
Paul Winter Jazz Sextet for
Anril 3 at a cost not to exceed
$1,000.
In its meeting Sunday night,
the senate debatedthe proposed
bill for 55 minutes. Sen. Terry
Dodd submitted five proposed
amendments which were voted
on, with senators Denney Pen-
ney andBrian McMahon casting
"no" votes.
SPRING SWING: Although spring has not arrived offi-
cially, ArtHolder was inspiredby the unseasonal Seattle
weather to go for a swing. This scene was typicalof stu-
dents who have put off the cares of school for a few mo-
ments of relaxation in the sun. Finals will soon drive
all inside and back to the books.
The senate met last night in
a special quarter-end session,
and after a half-hour debate
passed a new financial board
bill.
The billpassedwas anamend-
ment from the legislative rec-
ords committee to the bill it
had under consideration. The
original bill was introduced by
Sen. Terry Dodd and had been
sent to the committee after
some amendments were made
Sunday evening. The commit-
then examined it i na session
yesterday afternoon and made
an amendment —(actually a
new bill)
—
of its own.
THE SENATE also passed
a measure to restrict an ASSU
Library Groundbreaking, April 6
\ Ceremonies marking the beginning of con-
struction on the long awaited library will be!at 12:10 p.m. on Tuesday, April 6, at the park-
ing lot on Eleventh Avenue across from Bel-
ilarmine Hall.
! The bids for the structure's construction
were called for last Wednesday and will be
[opened on March 30. The construction costs
[have risen in estimate from $1,800,000 in 1963
,to a present $2,800,000. The building will be
[five stories of steel and concrete with a mar-"ble facing.
[ Invited guests include Gov. Dan Evans,
iMayor J. D. (Dorm) Braman, and many per-
SEATTLE Spectator UNIVERSITY
Fred Burich Awarded
Woodrow Wilson Grant
who has been at S.U. since 1945. !
Also participating in the event will be the;
ROTC Drill Team, a band, and members of!
the various service organizations on campus.]
The ceremonies will be fully covered by the*
metropolitan press and electronic news media.]
Plans for the new library were first an-i
nounced early in 1962. Financing was to be|
completed by a government grant and loan,1
a public subscription drive, and student and!
alumni pledges. Money from the Department j
of Health, Education and Welfare was delay-<
ed in coming,and plans were delayed indefini-j
tely. <
sons who have contributed in time, effort and
funds towards the fulfillment of this long a-
waited goal. Also present will be representa-
tives of the contractors chosen for the actual
construction work. Hosts for the ceremony
will be the Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J.,
S.U.s president, the Board of Regents, the
faculty and the ASSU.
Wielding the symbolic shovels for the
newest addition to our growing campus will
be Fr. Lemieux, a member of the Board of
Regents, Fr. Vincent Conway, S.J., librarian
emeritus, and Miss Eunice Spencer,a librarian
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S.U. Selected:
Honors Program Honored
S.U.s honors program
has been selected from over
500 member universities to
participate in the Inter-Uni-
versity Conference on Su-
perior Students.
The ICSS announced that a
graduate of S.U.s program has
been invited to the final confer-
ence of honors program direc-
tors April 7-9 inDenver.
Five other U.S. college hon-
ors programshave been invited
to send graduates.They are: the
Universityof Kansas, Occidental
College, Universityof Colorado,
Duke University and the Uni-
versity of New Mexico.
Fr. Thomas O'Brien, S.J., di-
rector of the honors program,
called the invitation "an aca-
demicdistinction for the univer-
Journeyman
-
Spec
The fourth issue of The
Journey man appears in to-
day's issue of The Spectator
onpages 3-6. This issue prob-
es the problem of Catholic
education.
This is the last Spectator
of the quarter. Publication
will resume on March 31.
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Frank Sheed:
Reunion Rests on Love
or the other side." Such double vision often
results in each side "remembering what they
did to us," and any possible communication de-
generates into a cross-fire of murders and in-
quisitions, until "the side with most martyrs
leftover is the winner."
Ignorance of another's beliefs can exist even
when the ,two share the same bed. The Pro-
testant, used to making his own decisions of
conscience, is not bound by any living authority
in his church. "He regards the Catholic's accep-
tance of moral and doctrinal decisions," Sheed
said, "as moral and intellectual suicide, and
that therefore Catholics can't or don't think."
"IGNORANCE OF our own truths, akind of
inarticulateness about them," Sheed named as
the fourth barrier to reunion.
The heart of Sheed's messagespiralled around
his recurring phrase, that "if men love Christ,
we must love them. Love comes easier where
there is a shared interest, but if we continue to
think of 'us' and 'them', nothing will happen."
To anyone remaining unconvinced about the
value of ecumenical encounter and reunion,
Sheed concluded his entertaining lecture with
the non-arguable comment, "We should rejoice
that we have other Christian bodies to bring
Christ to peoples who will not take him from
us."
By KATHY ROBEL
With a force and conviction gleaned from
forty years atop an international soap-box, pub-
lisher-lecturer-theologianFrank Sheed spoke last
Sunday eveningof "the union of hearts" as the
most immediate reality in the anticipated re-
union betweenProtestantism and Catholicism.
"St. Thomas would have been a better the-
ologian," he said, "if he'd had to speak from a
soap-box." Sheed's experience as a member of
the Catholic Evidence Guild, a literal going-
out-into-the-highways(HydePark, TimesSquare)
to witness, has lent him some common-sensible
insights and suggestions about how to make the
hoped-for reunion a reality.
What stands in the way of reunion? Answer-
ing his own question, Sheed named four pos-
sible barrier-areas as bigotry, prejudice, ignor-
ance of the other's religion and ignorance of
one's own religion.
"BY BIGOTRYImean the refusal, and even
the inability, to believe in the honesty of the per-
son who disagrees with you." To avoid such
"Christian charity in eclipse," he urged con-
stant examination to see how often we tend to
dissect the person rather than his statements.
More difficult to detect, prejudice amounts
to "judging precisely the same facts differently,
according to whether they agree with your side
Insight and Sound
Vocation Entertainment Listed
Patrick MacDonald
five of the plays. "Man and
Superman" will play Sunday,
and on Thursday and Saturday
evenings.
MOTION PICTURES of more
than routine interest already
playinginclude "My FairLady,"
"Mary Poppins," and "How To
MurderYour Wife" in the down-
town theaters and "Woman of
the Dunes," "Marriage Italian
Style," "Becket," "Dr. Strange-
love," and "The Finest Hours"
at theaters inother districts.
Marian Anderson, onher fare-
well tour, will appear at the
Opera House March 21. Russia's
Moiseyev Dance Company will
no doubt pack the Arena April
5 in a show that shouldn't be
missed.
A London cast, under the di-
rection of David Frost, will
bring "ThatWas the Week That
Was" (TW3) to the Moore
March 29 and pianoduoFerran-
te and Teicher will be at the
Opera House April 3. Mozart's
powerful opera "Don Giovanni"
will be on stage at the Music
Hall March 19.
In these end-of-the-quarter
days, as students hecticallypre-
pare for finals, a measure of
solace is found inplanning what
to do in those dozen glorious
days between quarters.
As a public service, Insight
and Sound would like to sug-
gest some ready diversions for
Seattle-dwellers to occupy the
long-awaiteddays of leisure.
THE WEEK of March 14-21 is
the last week of the Seattle Re-
pertory Theater's 1964-65 season.
There's still a chance to see all
Editorial
Squatter's Rights?
Accusations leveled against the status quo and pleas
for revivification of modern Catholic schools are grow-
ingin frequency and fervor.
Young parents are reluctant to send their children
to inadequately staffed primary schools. They claim,
often legitimately, that the urgent demand of burgeon-
ing classrooms necessitates a toleration of nuns hurried-
ly trained. Similar criticisms are directed at the high
school and collegelevels.
THESE AND RELATED protest stem from an only
too familiar complaint — lack of money. But there are
some reproaches not so easily defined and of tremen-
dously greater importance. They concern that touchy
world of ideas.
Not just a few critics maintain that Catholic think-
ing is waybehind the times, incriminations by no means
limited to moral senility. What of Catholic seminaries?
Many assert that they are breeding a satisfied inflex-
ibility that ignores the flexible and very real world.
ARE CATHOLIC school products capable of commu-
nicating in and contributing to the modern world? Is to-
day's world very noticeably a better one for our having
been intellectually shaped in Catholic institutions?
Today's issue of The Journeyman features contrast-
ing student opinion — accusations, analysis, justifica-
tion.To dismiss them as views of students "going through
a rebellious stage" might be an easy way out,but not a
very honestone.
RESTAURANT
Thfl IL
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" The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every senseof the word.He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to achieve the conversion of
100 million non-Catholic Amer-
icans. He is a missionaryto his own
people- the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to ful-
fill his mission, is encouraged to
call uponhis own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal." If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investiga-
tion of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This canbe a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor-
tant decision of your life. Write for
it today.
NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
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contention that the possiblesuc-
cess, and present failure, of
Catholic education to garner its
number of graduate awards
(whichhereis used heurestically
as a mark of excellence) stems
from the spirit of dogmatism
springing froma theologicaland
philosophicalcomplex establish-
ed in the main during the me-
dieval period of the Church's
history.
ProvisionallyIwill term this
complex theological in charact-
er since this is in many ways
more accurate from the point
of history than the presentmode
of teaching in which our profes-
sors insist on presenting Tho-
mistic "philosophy" which did
not exist for Aquinas himself as
we now find it.
Unfortunately, — and
here is the crime against
scholasticism — the very medie-
val spirit which engendered the
system of verbiage which now
passes under the nameof specu-
lative theology is inimical to the
contemporary dogmatism. The
vital scholastic spirit was not
one of stultification or dogmat-
ism but an attempt to har-
monize faith and reason in so
far as possible, to show that
reason and faith were not op-
posed but merely different ave-
nues to truth.
Reason was applied to the
matters of faith not in order to
prove them, for this would ren-
der them known, not believed,
and consequentlynot matters of
faith. Rather, reason was to
demonstrate that faith was not
unreasonable but merely trans-
rational.
FAITH DID NOT contradict
reason, for this could only re-
sult in the conclusion that there
are two truths, or two antipodal
criteria of truth. Therefore the
use of the Aristotelian corpus of
logic, physics and metaphysics
was employed in order to fur-
nish an explanationof the faith
in terms of the "science" of the
day.
But the explanationof revela-
tion is not necessarily immut-
able even though the truths
themselves may be, just as a
language can change its man-
ner of expressing the same
ideas by a modification of
words.
The Thomistic theology,in this
view, is little more than an ex-
planation of revelation; it is a
"construct" of the human to
make the unfathomable appear
more reasonable without negat-
ing the elementof incomprehen-
sibility in revelation. Neque
enim quaero intelligere ut ere-
dam sed credo ut intelligam. I
do not understand in order to
believe but believe that Imay
understand.
A corollary, then, to this spirit
of inquiry is that if our under-
standing (in the utterances of
theology) presents us with more
difficulties than meaningful ex-
planations, then something is
sorely the matter withour theo-
logy.
And there is definitely some-
thing amiss in contemporary
theology since it lacks at least
two of the aspects of its original
freedom for disagreement and
does reallyexist; it is not mere-
ly a creation of imagination.
You andIare experiencing this
effect and recognize its exist-
ence, whether it be only an
atmosphere or distinguished by
definite curricula.
The facts concerning Catholic
university education do not pre-
sent a particularly successful
record. In comparison, on a per
capita basis, with non-sectarian
or non-religiously- affiliated in-
stitutions, Catholic universities
and colleges in this country
have nof been too succesful in
obtaininga representativenum-
ber of graduate school fellow-
ships, e.g., Wilson, Fulbright.
Danforth, Rhodes, Marshall and
National Science Foundation.
The facts speak for them-
selves, and if this is an indica-
tion of academicsuccess or fail-
ure, then Catholic university
education is no success. Un-
doubtedly there are Catholic
leadersbut how many areprod-
ucts of Catholic education? Of
course, there are exceptions:
nevertheless these remain just
that, exceptions.
Given therefore, the
preceding facts, what is the
"why?" Evidently a variety of
factors come to bear on the
problem.Catholic universities in
general are not as large or as
well endowedfinancially as pub-
lic institutions. Catholic univer-
sities are not big "name"
schools.
Medieval Dogmatism
Persists
Utimately the problem re-
duces itself to theology (which
may be another name for Tho-
mistic "philosophy") and dog-
matism. Consequently it is my
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Dogmatism Defies Catholicism
Should
Catholic
Education
Exist? touched on the problem ofCatholic education.
Education should be judged
in terms of the here and now
of the contemporarymilieu, for
it is obvious that a seventeenth
century education is of little
value in the present world.
Moreover, education is not to
be confused with religious in-
struction, as it is by too many.
Catholic learning must not be-
come instruction in the Catholic
religion. The former is some-
thing which includes the latter
but which itself is more ex-
tensive.
FURTHERMORE, a species
of education termed Catholic
for further inquiry.The specula-
tive theologyon this University
campus is dogmatic and vir-
tually meaningless, containing
nothing more than a verbiage
of definitions.
Regarding the elementof dog-
matism little needs to be said.
When IBM test cards and rote
are used in what is certainly
one of the most tenuousof dis-
ciplines, this alone is indication
that we have come to treat the
abstractionsof theologyas more
than explanationsof revelations.
Thought is not stimulated; dis-
cussion and originality are
hindered.
THE EXPLANATORY func-
tion of theology, moreover, is
ineffective since it employs a
host of terms and concepts de-
rived from Aristotelian philo-
sophy which itself is hardly a
meaningful intellectual force in
the worldbeyond the cloister or
the seminary. Theology using
this dead weight becomes itself
a system of terms encasing the
mind in endless frustrations.
What is my conclusion? Does
one stand withTertullian: Credo
quia absurdum (I believe be-
cause it is absurd) or with the
spirit of Augustine, Anselm and
Aquinas: understanding for the
clarification of the faith. The
former attitude, that reiterated
in the last century by Keirke-
gaard, has it merits; ultimately
reason can not reach the limits
of faith.
But unfortunately not all men
will believe in virtue of the ab-
surdity of faith, for faith which
is entirely beyond the grasp of
man's intellect is worthless.
Hence when a person asks
"why" respecting a matter of
revelation,he seeks an explana-
tion (not a proof) of his faith.
THIS IS THE PURPOSE of
theology
—
to explicate, not to
demonstrate.Consequentlysome
form of speculative theology is
not to be denied. But dogmat-
ism, immutable formulae and
cliches must be excluded and a
new attempt be undertaken to
reintegrate our faith with the
contemporary scene.
Unfortunately, the present
dogmatism in theology has not
remainedsolely within theology.
It has spread its inhibiting in-
fluence throughout the Univer-
sity. This is expecially true in
the field of philosophy where
the present emphasis on the
Aristotelian philosophy is, I
(Continued on page 5)
By FREDRICK BURICH
The Roman Catholic Church
does not exist. Impossible, you
say, for does one not observe
churches, priests, ministers of
all sorts, the Pope, ineffect, the
Church? But what has been
delineated?
—
certainly not a
church but an officialdom. The
juxtapositionof the words "Ro-
man" and "Catholic" must ei-
ther preclude the element of
catholicity or "Roman."
Today, the Roman Cath-
olic Church is no universal
assembly. Rather, it is most
recognized as an autocratic,
absolutist hierarchial organiza-
tion. Because of its adoption
of Greco -Roman modes of
thought, the Church has rele-
gated itself to beingan effective
influence only in those areas of
the world where this particular
heritage has left a permanent
and lasting influence.
By its present constitution it
has precludeditself from becom-
ing an effective, meaningful
force in those area of the world
where this heritagehas not been
successful as a major cultural
influence. However, as much as
we might dislike to admit it.
much of the world has escaped
the influence of our Greco-
Roman heritage.Irefer especi-
ally to the Far East, e.g., India
and China.
Nominally Catholic
With this in mind it is diffi-
cult to avoid the conclusion that
the organization which terms
itself the Catholic Church is
only nominally "catholic." In
fact, it is a European-dominated
organization which persists in
the presentationof a facade that
it can fulfill the command of
Christ: "Go and teach all na-
tions."
"All nations!" Is this pos-
sible? Is the Indian or the Chi-
nese to be instructed in the
words of the Summa and the
terminology and modes of
thought presented in similar
theological works? Thus Icon-
tend that the Catholic Church
not only has not fulfilled its
command but also that, if the
status quo remains, it can no*.
Christ has come to make us
free! Here again, have Ibeen
liberated, in the full sense of
the word, by Catholicism? The
western world has struggled for
at least a thousand years to
arrive at some notion of the
freedomof man.The recognition
that man's individualconscience
is free has been achieved not
without a little travail.
BUT WHAT ocurred in
the last session of the ecumen-
ical council? It was fantastic!
The prelates were discussing
whether the Catholic Church
would, in council, recognize that
the freedom of conscience was
allowable in matters of religion.
Decision, from the council, is
still in abeyance.
Let us look around us. Why
has the Catholic Church closed
its mind to many practices and
influences? Why is the Church
still an autocracy? WTiy is the
Curia still with us?
Must the status quo. the con-
temporary situation remain?
Must the quickest wav to apos-
tasyremain in the theolo^vHas*
with IBM tests? Now we have
Journeyman
lives, when they need correct cultural
guidance themost, this plan would throw
them all headlong into the soul-destroy-
ingpublic school milieu.
The domination of the education of
Catholic children by the public schools is
intolerable, for theeducation found today
in the public schools is a threat to Ca-
tholicism, and indeed to all religion.
The public schools, which were once
culturally neutral as they were intended
to be, are now the proponents of a dis-
tinctive and pernicious outlook on life.
Incompletely described by the name
"secularism," this is a matter ofempha-
sis, not belief, and so can establish itself
ina person holdinganybelief.
Yet, in the last analysis, this outlook
is incompatible with Catholicism. For
the Catholic, the supernatural is the
overshadowing and final reality, while
for the modern secularist, status is the
supreme goal. For the Catholic, a well-
balanced,higher-orientedoutlook on life
is necessary. Such an outlook cannot
coexist with the modern culture's mis-
leading and degradingoveremphasis on
sex.
IT IS OBVIOUS the public schools are
dominated by this so-called secularist
attitude. The student's life is focused
around his school— his friends, his "peer-
groups," his activities and his interests
are all there. If the school is secularist,
weekly Mass and a few hours of re-
ligious training are not going to neu-
tralize its effects. They can only give
the student a superficial belief in the
doctrines of Catholicism while he is
becoming— in actions, motivations, atti-
tudes, preoccupations and goals
—
a god-
less secularist.
My arguments' conclusion is obvious—
apublic education is spiritual poison for
Catholics. The tacit rebuttal for such
alarmism is the fact that most Catholics
who have had apublic education did not
lose their faith because of it.
BUTMOST CATHOLICS whohavehad
a public education got it in the old days
when the public schools were neutral
entities, and when, moreover, the home
was the dominant influence on a child's
life. Now the school and the "peer-
group" dominate the child (at least dur-
ing his all-important adolescence), and
the public school is the School of Mod-
ern Culture. With these changed condi-
tions, what happened in the old days is
irrelevant. And tacit rebuttals have be-
come a dangerous way of avoiding
reality.
It may be objected that this viewpoint
is anti-ecumenical. But ecumenism,
which is a friendly alliance between re-
ligionists who know their differences as
acutelyas their common points, is very
different from syncretism, which is an
Today there is littlecall to justify the
existence of a system of higher educa-
tion. Although the man in the street and
a collegepresident undoubtedlypossess
differing ideas concerning the functions
of a university, they nevertheless concur
in expressing support for the institution.
Students, too, actively endorsing the
college through both academic and ex-
tracurricularactivities,find little need to
justify their actions. Simply put, attend-
ance at a college or university is ex-
pectedof a youngman or woman inour
society.
FOR THE CATHOLIC student at a
Catholic institution the situation is not
so simple. If he has much contact with
non-Catholics he will continually be re-
quired to defend his choice of colleges.
Unfortunately, inmost instances his de-
fense is woefully inadequate, indicating
either an ignorance or a misconception
of the principles involved.
The student maintains that the Cath-
olic college,usuallyconsiderably smaller
than its public colleagues, promotes a
personal, informal atmosphere. This fa-
cilitates genuine scholarship and pro-
vides opportunities for meaningful stu-
dent-facultyrelationships.
He may assert that the knowledge at-
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Secularism Begets Spiritual
Educating for
A Social Role
Catholic schools would send their pupils
to nearby public schools for education
in science, math, "shop" and other sub-
jects notaffectedby doctrine.This would
alleviate the Catholic teacher shortage
and eliminate the need to buy expensive
technical equipment.It would also make
Catholic education cheap and available
to all kinds of pupils,not just thecollege
preparatory.
Other proposals suggest discontinuing
Catholic education at certain grade lev-
els. One of these would concentrate on
the child's early training arid eliminate
the junior-high and high-school years
from the Catholic curriculum. The other
would eliminate the primary grades and
concentrateon the adolescent years.
The big disadvantage of the "shared
time" proposal is that, while it makes
sufficient provisions for the academic
side of a Catholic education, it disre-
By
Ludovic
Perry
By LAWRENCE DICKSON
Catholics are becoming increasingly
aware that their school system is beset
with problems.Many of these problems,
at least fundamentally, are financial.
Because the Catholic school system
must take what it can get in the wayof
finances, it usually cannot compete with
public school teacher salaries. It is some-
times unable to afford an adequatenum-
ber of teachers and equipment,especial-
ly in the fields of science and "shop."
Worse,manyCatholics will not or can-
not shoulder the double burden of pub-
lic and private school money demands,
which means that not every Catholic
child can have a Catholic education. In
fact, over half do not.
PERHAPS THE MOST important of
the proposed ways of alleviating this sit-
uation is "shared time." By this plan,
gards the environmental aspect. Cath-
olic schools in the "shared time" pro-
gram would lose their independentiden-
tity, becomingappendages to the nearby
public schools. The loss of such school
functions as sports teams, which are in-
dispensablefor maintainingstudent con-
sciousness of school identity, would re-
duce the school to merely an incidental
thing, an extended CCD class. The stu-
dent's real school would be the public
school.
THEOTHER PROPOSALS wouldhave
similar effects. Eliminating the primary
grades ofCatholic schools would deprive
the children of the basic Catholic con-
nections and habits which will help them
maintain their distinctiveness in a level-
ing world.Eliminating thehigher grades
would have even worse effects. At the
most sensitive time inCatholic children's
tained represents a closer approxima-
tion of the truth because of the Catholic
moral gloss.Or he may justifyhis choice
on the grounds of academic excellency,
convinced that his professors are more
dedicated to the academic life than their
colleaguesinstateuniversities.
These and similar reasons play a very
real part in influencing the student to
attend a Catholic college, and there is
much to be said for their validity.But,
they fail to come to grips with the prob-
lem. The Catholic student enrolls in a
Catholic institution primarily because it
is Catholic.
This may be expressed in sociological
terms as seeking a peer group; it may
be conceived of as a move to insure
security; or it may be seen as amanifes-
tation of the fundamental desire of man
to be in the companyof the like-minded.
However conceived, this factor must be
recognized as vital in relation to the
student's choice.
THE TRAGEDY for the Catholic stu-
dent lies either in his failure to under-
stand the true reason underlying his
choice, or in his unwillingness to admit
that reason to others. Ineither case the
result is the same. He constructs a jus-
tification based on reasons which, while
valid in their own right, do not suffi-
cientlyexplainhis action.
The issue becomes so clouded that he
himself loses sight of his real reason
for attendinga Catholic institution. En-
meshedin the processof his own ration-
alization,he loses perspective.
On the other hand, if the student un-
derstands and admits the role of Cathol-
icism in determininghis choice of insti-
tutions he is in thebest possibleposition
to benefit from his college career. Un-
plagued by illusions regarding the effi-
cacy of Catholic education, he is able
to exerciseandnourish his abilitiesboth
as a student and asa Catholic.
Heis capableof criticizingeducational
procedures rationally, without commit-
ting himself to a policy of anarchy. In
other words, he has the foundation of a
correct and intelligent appreciation of
his role insociety.
LUDOVIC (Boots) PERRY, 23 year-
old English major from Lexington,
Mass., representedhis major field on
the student core curriculum commit-
tee last year.Bootshas touredEurope
on two different occasions and plans
to enter graduate school next fall.
"If Iwere asked to state the great objective which
Church and State areboth demanding for the sake
of every man and womanandchild in this country,
Iwould say that that great objective is 'a more
abundant life." Franklin D.Roosevelt
{
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Poison
Catholic University:
The Preeminent
Unifier
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ByRON PETERSON
CATHOLIC higher education is aboutto be faced by the important ques-
tio n of whether it should exist. A
smouldering suspicion that it should not
is beginning to burst upon us, a sus-
picion precipitated, in my opinion, by
our still unquestioneddualism of "secu-
lar" learning and religious learning.
This dualism engenders serious prob-
lems. It can lead to any one of three
abandonment of principle and even re-
ligion itself for the sake of conformity.
In fact, the threat of the modern secul-
arist culture to syncretistically absorb
all religion is the most pressing reason
for an ecumenical alliance among all
religions.
ANYONE who has kept an eye on to-
days' ordinary young Catholics (not the
bright and otherwise blessed children
of "pillars of the Church") will see that
theFaithis indangerofdying "not with
a bangbut with a whimper." Their pre-
occupations, their concern for the
Church's affairs (how many of them
come to Catholic functions without out-
side motivation?), the ease with which
they fall away, all point toward horrors
tocome.
If Catholicism is to survive among the
ordinary people, the first thing we must
have is a comprehensiveCatholic school
system, large enoughto givea complete
education to all Catholic children, and
strong enough to exclude the Modern
Emphasis and replace it with the Chris-
tian outlook.
If we have to sell our houses to pay
for it, that is toobad. How much are we
willing to pay to help our children keep
the Faith? How much were the early
Christians willingto pay? Has the article
in question decreased in relative value
since their day?
Freedom Need not
Violate the Truth
religious ends. And it taught at the same
time secular subjects for ends which,
although they could be turned to further
ends which were religious, were in them-
selves secular.
If Catholic colleges are justified in
their assumption that they are teaching
subjects which are secular and subjects
which are religious, then the Church
would be justified in handing over the
teaching of secular subjects to secular
institutions. The Church could then em-
ploy its money and its manpower to
augment religious teaching in Newman
clubs and to give a much-needed boost
to the missions. But such a proposal is
based on the assumptionof the dualism
of secular and religious subjects.
DualismDenied
Ideny this dualism. There are some
subjects which are geared toward pro-
fessional competence in worldly affairs.
These professionalsubjects prepare the
student to compete with men of various
or no religious commitments. If the
Catholic university teaches these sub-
jects, it teaches them with the hope that
the studentwill use them for a goodend.
These subjects are like tools, which can
be used for good or for evil.
But the subjects which form the core
of the college are more than tools. These
are the contemplative, speculative or
theoreticalsubjects, such as philosophy,
theology,social sciences, history, litera-
ture, art, music, mathematics and the
natural sciences. These subjects are not
means. They are ends in themselves.
(Continued frompage 1)
would conjecture, based upon the as-
sumption that this is the safest course
of action.
Considered from the standpoint of the
faith, Thomistic "philosophy" cannot, of
course, disagree with Thomistic theol-
ogy since we do not expect Aquinas to
be self-contradictory. But safety is not
a spirit of inquiry! Safety has become
dogmatic and opposed to creativity of
thought.
Theology and philosophy considered
as discipline are not the reasons for the
failure of Catholic education of which
Ihave previously spoken. No, it is the
dogmatic, parochial, narrow - minded
"teacher
-
is - always -correct" attitude
whichis to be held accountable. Merely
a cursory examination of the theologies
of the High Middle Ages would dispel
the notion that one is a necessary deri-
vation from the other.
SO IT IS NOT unwarranted to con-
clude that the Catholic Church, and
therefore Catholic education, has itself
greatly contributed to the creation and
augmentation of the separation which
exists between secular learning and its
"truth." Speaking to a world saeculum
in a foreign tongue of parochialism, it
has ceased to be effectively "catholic."
The secular (saeculum) atmosphere
is so because the Church has remained
imprisoned in a shell of verbiage which
the world cannot understand. If "Catho-
lic" education is possible, it does not
exist within our present system of Cath-
olic education, to the same measure as
the "Catholic" Church has also ceased
to exist due to its "non-catholic" atti-
tude.
MOW as ends in themselves, these sub-
A
"
jects areeither secular orreligious.
If a subject be taken both as an end
in itself and as secular, there results a
problem of finality, or a problem which
counselors call mothation. If a student
studies history, nrescinding from God,
but yet as an end in itself, what will
happen? What will happen with philo-
sophy? withmathematics?
Mathematicsasks, "What are the most
stubborn facts?" IfIset up certainpostu-
lates, what can Ideduce from them?
How much canIdeduce fromthem,etc.?
IfIconstruct a system, and subject it to
certain variations, what remains con-
stant? and why? Suppose a mathematic-
ian discovers a number of these stub-
born facts, such as the fact that given
a point within a closed line on a surface,
no matter how he alters that surface,
as long as he doesn't cut it it or tear it,
the point will remain within the closed
line.
How can he take the attitude that
"this is just the way it is; that is all
there is to it" without asking what this
means to him as a person and not just
as a "head." It seems that unless the
mathematician asks what is the sym-
bolic significance of his discoveries, he
operates without a sense of finality. He
can take as his end the practical use of
mathematics,but mathematicshas made
its greatest advances only because of
disinterested theoreticalmotivation, and
practical uses have almost always been
found but only after the disinterested
theoretical inquiry has made the dis-
covery.
How can a human being, as a human
being, be interested in mathematics for
its theoreticalvalue rather than its prac-
tical value unless his interest derives
from a search for whatGod has revealed
in mathematics?
The same is true of history. Admit-
tedly, history is a challenge to the
memory. Some people have such good
memories that they derive a sense of
satisfaction from remembering many
things, just as many mathematicians
can reason so well that they derive a
sense of satisfaction from vast amounts
of intricate reasoning. But what about
those of us who are not tempted by the
possesssion of such highly developed
faculties?
Why do we study history? To under-
stand the present? Perhaps, but if this
is true we will study economic events
for the past 50 years, social events for
the past 100 years, political events for
the past 200 years, religious events for
the past 500 years, and metaphysical
events alone for all of history.
Some events by their very naturehave
longer range effects, some have shorter.
WHO HAS GREATER direct influence
on the world today, Darius or Zoroast-
er? Zoroaster did because we are still
having problems with dualism but not
with Persian attempts to conquer
Greece. We find the significance of
Darius not so much in his direct in-
fluence on today but in his symbolic
(Continued on page 6)
positions: (1) The Catholic university is
primarily a religious institution and of-
fers secular subjects so that students
will not have to attend secular institu-
tions; (2) the Catholic university is pri-
marily a secular institution and offers
religious subjects and a religious at-
mosphere as an added benefit; and (3)
secular subjects should be taught by a
secular institution, and religious sub-
jects should be taught by a religious
institution joined to it.
THE FIRST POSITION is the tradi-
tional one. It contains the seed of the
other two in its assumption of the dual-
ism of secular and religious learning.
This tradition is particularly stronghere
in the western states where the mission-
aries became accustomed to playing a
dual role. When they worked with the
Indians, the clerics were both state and
Church, both teachers of civilizationand
teacher of religion.
This practice carried over into the
schools by giving the schools the attitude
that since the missionaries were almost
theonlyeducatedmen, theyhad toserve
two interests. They had to teach men
who were not interested in religion as
wellas those who were.
When secular colleges began to de-
velop, this dual role was no longer
needed. The missionarieswere no longer
called upon to serve the kingdom of this
worldas well as the kingdom of God.
However, the mentality still carried
over,nourished by the traditionalnotion
of the separation of philosophy from
theology, and of the separation of
science from theology and philosphy.
The Catholic college nad become com-
mitted to teachingreligious subjects for
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In the Marriage of j
Religion and Culture i Man Will Emerge Free
ages. Beethoven, in the growing and
deepening richness of his Ninth Sym-
phony culminating in song and chorus,
has captured for us the glory revealedin
musical notes and in the human voice.
Hopkins, in all the taut yet bursting
richness of the "Wreck of the Deutsch-
land," has brought worship out of this
disaster.He has brought out the worship
with the very words he used, gathering
in and resounding from the depths of his
heart, which were forged by himself and
byhis countrymenover theyears.
Van Gogh, inpaintinga picture of his
chair or a bridge at Aries, has painted
love into his very canvas. Perhaps the
arts find the absolute without the aid of
theology; T. S. Eliot, Dylan Thomas
andother poets, Picasso, Klee and other
painters, if they do not capture the fear
and confusion of our times, at least
exemplifyit.
(Continued from page 5)
significance: What was God revealingto
us in allowing Darius to come into con-
flict with the Greeks?
The contact of cultures might have
occasioned a philosophical and religi-
ous revolution in Greece, and thismight
have a bearing on us today. But I
think the important thing is what God
is trying to tell us by these channels of
influence: Why did it happen this way?
Why not another way?
What of philosophy? Philosophy, by
definition, prescinds from revelation
taken in its narrow sense as biblical
revelation, but it cannot prescind from
the symbolic value of experience.It can-
not prescind from what God is trying to
reveal in the mysteries of human exist-
ence—the mystery of the self, the mys-
tery of each other person, the mystery
of cognition, the mystery of art. Philo-
sophy preparesus for theology in that it
draws our attention to the great mys-
teries of which theologywill deepen our
understanding.
We have discussed mathematics, his-
tory and philosophy in their relation to
revelation. That is, we have asked what
is revealed by God, symbolically, in
those parts of reality upon which they
focus our attention. These three disci-
plines were taken arbitrarily as ex-
amples.
GodIsRevealing
We can ask the same question of
the natural sciences, the social sciences
or the fine arts: What is God trying to
reveal to us by the wayHe has ordered
things? Darwin tried to apply science to
the mystery of creation and explain
away themystery. ButTeilhard de Char-
din asked what was the symbolic value
of the theory of evolution. Out of the
theory of evolution he was able to give
us many deep insights which havebear-
ingon themysteryof creation.
The social sciences are a good profes-
sional field, and they can also be studied
as ends in themselves. There is much
sociology in the symbolism of history,
and there is much psychology in the
symbolism of natural science. In the
social sciences the line between the
contemplative and the practical is
harder to draw than in mathematics,
history or philosophy. In the social sci-
ences even the practical is ordered
to the deepening of human life and
should be deeply concerned with the
individual's relationship with God.
THE ARTS ALSO are closely related
to theology because in them the act of
worship and of love is revealed in im-
at least the beginnings of this union in
the Catholic university. If we were to
abolish the Catholic university we would
notonly lose thisunion which is so bene-
ficial both to culture and to religion, but
we would also be left with no organiza-
tion in the Church aside from dioceses
and parishes.
The present movement toward col-
legiality of the bishops would intensify
this situation by weakening the only re-
mainingprinciple of unity, the Pope.The
Church would then become insignificant
—it would be forgotten by a world of
people who are more mobile, who are
less and less conscious of their neigh-
borhood and who will perhaps become
less and less conscious of their particu-
lar location even in larger and larger
divisionsof the earth.
IFTHECHURCH becomesnothingbut
dioceses, peoplemay never stop to think
what Church they are in todayand what
Church they will be in tomorrow when
they move to some other part of the
world. If the Church is going to be sub-
divided, it will have to be done in some
way other than the diocese, perhapsby
direct personal relationship of a number
of people to one person who has full
sacramental powers.
These groupings might follow the lines
of the way people group for their most
habitual occupation. For the many, the
groupings would follow those of the uni-
versities. For all, they would have some
reference to the universities. Through
our Catholic universities we have obvi-
ous and already available potential for
creating effective, world
- enveloping
units.
At any rate, we should re-examineour
current ideas about Catholic higher ed-
ucation, both in terms of the needs of
higher education itself and in terms of
the presentmovementof the world.
TS THERE such a Jiiing as a secular■*■ subject?Idon'tthink we shoufd judge
too hastily that there is, especially
among the great core of liberalarts and
sciences from which higher education
derives its inner life.Ithink to disband
the Catholic college and to depend upon
a system which seeks only a secular
meaning in these disciplines would be to
shut out a dimension in which their own
most profound form, as contemplative,
speculative, theoretical activities, could
berealized.
Should we ask what the Church can do
for studies or rather whatstudies can do
for the Church?Idon't think so— neither
question is subordinate. The Church,
out of a sense of vitality of culture,has
always promoted learning. Is there any
eschatologicalmeaning to this? Why is
this tendency to be looked upon with
joy?Why? Because onlyin the marriage
of religionand culture can man hope to
be free, because only in the marriage
of religion and culture can religion and
culture keep pace with the growth of
thestate.
Throughout history the state has been
growing. Its tendency is always toward
the world-state, generally by conquest,
now by world union. Whether this is pos-
sible or not, religion and culture must
not ignore it. They must not ignore the
fact that men are looking toward world
union.
Unfortunately, the motives behind this
union have not always been motives of
freedom. Too often they have been the
tryannous motives of conquerors. Now
the motive is the fear of war. Whether it
will work or not, men are going to seek
peace by trying to unite the world. They
certainlycannot ignore this fear of war,
and this fear can drive them nowhere
except toward attempts at some kind of
world union.
RELIGION AND CULTURE cannot af-
ford to escape this world-wide convul-
sion into unity. If religion and culture
refuse to come up to the world level
they will be left behind. If culture doesn't
rise above the level of the individual
national culture and become aware of
other cultures, it willl be left behind by
politics.
For centuries we could confine our-
selves largely to English literature be-
cause the boundaries of our language
formed a world within the world. Simi-
larly, for centuries the Church has em-
ployed a territorial division. But the
parish and the diocese, while interesting
and, within limits, enjoyable,no longer
fall within the sphere of those things
which are of consequence. Our attention
now necessarily focuses itself on some-
thing much bigger— the whole world.
Religion and culture form a fortuitous
union because they are both universal in
different ways. Culture tends to be re-
stricted within the individual language,
but all cultures are united by certain
metaphysical currents and by religion,
or, at least, potentially, by the Catholic
religion. Religion, on the other hand,
tends to spread everywhere,but does so
inch-by-inch, so to speak. The task of
converting the whole world parish-by-
parish is so great that it has not been
accomplished in 2,000 years.
If men could discover Christ by dis-
coveringhistory andby seeing thatHe is
the center from which all history de-
rives its meaning,then wemightconvert
the world. World religion would thus
profit from worldculture, just as world
culture would profit from a basis in
religion.
Religion and culture have at present
"V.V.V.V.V.V.W.V.V.V.WAV.V,
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THE SPECTATOR
Intracity Clash:
Red Onions to Face SPC Team
7
the Terrorsbeat the Goldfingers
42-43. The Goldfingers went in-
to the game at 7-0, while the
Terrors were 6-1.
After a few minutes of the
contest, the Terrors began forc-
ing the Goldfinders to stay out-
side to shoot. The Terrors took
many offensive rebounds to
"^^ >-»-r-«,s
romp to a 22-12 lead.
Pat Shreck of the Goldfingers
brought his team to within 10
points at halftime,28-18.
The Terrors held off a Gold-
finger rally in the second half.
Pat McLaughlin and John Mon-
ahan of the Terrors did most
of the damage.
Coed Dribblers Fifth
In Weekend Tourney
S.U.s intramural champs,
Red Onions, will meet the
top intramural team from
Seattle Pacific Friday at 7
p.m. in the SPC gym.
The game is unique in that
it is the first basketball extra-
mural game S.U. has played.
The Onions will meet either the
Hill Fours or the Moyer 3A's,
dependingon which team wins
the championship, to be decided
today.
THERED ONIONS outclassed
the Rogues to win the upper-
class intramural championship
79-63 Friday. The Rogues came
from behind to catch the fast-
breaking Onions 25-24 only a
few minutesbefore halftime. But
two foul shots by LarryBuzzard
and a steal and lay-in by Mick
McDonald put the Onions in the
lead for good.
It appeared as if the Rogues
were going to stay with the Red
Onions by fast-breaking early
in the second half. But the On-
ions made fewer mistakes and
sank shots to put the game out
of reach 53-41 with 9:31 to play.
Walt Havens was the game's
high point man with 19 and also
the man largely responsible for
the Rogues second half spurt.
Joe Shepard scored10 points for
the losers.
CHARLIE GILLIGAN and
McDonald each netted 18 points
for the victors with everymem-
ber of the team getting in the
score column.
The freshman basketball in-
tramurals ended Monday when
Nancy Dent hit two critical
foul shots near the end to give
S.U. the 4-point lead.
THE S.U. girls used a zone
defense and team effort for their
wins. Donna Torpey scored in
double figures in three of
the games and Mary Therese
Gundackerhit 22 points against
BigBend.
Central Washington State won
the tournament with the U.W.
finishing in second spot. The
girls team, new to S.U., finished
the season with a 5-3 record.
Carlos Bumanglag fired a 100
in the tie match. Lt. Col. Rob-
ert Lieding, head of S.U.s
ROTC, fired 100 earlier this
year.
Two Squads View Championship
As Rifle Firing Nears Completion
The S.U. coed's basketball
team finished fifth in the Pa-
cific Northwest Women's Tour-
nament inEllensburg this week-
end.
THE GIRLS won three games
but lost their first contest 38-36
to Western Washington State.
After the coeds had polishedoff
Eastern Washington State 46-39,
and Big Bend College 60-10,
theybeat Seattle Pacific College
39-34 for the fifth place stand-
ing.
The rifle league champion-
ship could end up in a tie when
the league ceases firing Friday.
The Military Science II squad,
8-1,will vie with the M.S. Staff,
which is ineligible to win, while
the DaKamaainas,8-2 will await
the results.
The first tie matchof the year
and the first perfect score by a
S.U. student occurred last week.
Marian Hall and M.S. IV tied
at 381 each and incidentally
have the same 7-2-1 season rec-
ords.
Baseball to Begin
The S.U. Chieftain nine will
open its baseball season March
24 at Pasco. The Chieftains will
travel to Lewiston, Idaho March
25-27 to playin the Banana Belt
Tournament. S.U. will play four
or five games in the tournament.
The baseball team will play
its first game after the spring
break on April6 against Seattle
Pacific College. The first home
gameat Broadway Playfieldwill
be on April 9 against Yakima
Valley College.
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SOFTBALL
Applications for intramural
Softball teams can be picked
up in P 561 or from one of
the intramural assistants in
Bellarmine Hall.
The league will consist of
the first 12 teams entered.
The deadline for entries will
be the first week of spring
quarter. The games will be
playedon Saturdays.
UNDER 25?
10/20/5 Auto Insurance
Single: As low as SI80 yr.
Married: As low as 548.40 yr.
HARVEY ROGERS
EA 3-5800
DEANE
SIMPSON'S
RICHFIELD
Formerly Joe Sheriff*
Richfield"
Motor Tune Up"
Electrical"
Light Repair"
Lubrication"
Brakes
11th & E. Madison
Across from Chieftain
EA 3-9773
DIAMOND RINGS
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, Aberdeen:Wiitamski Jewelry Store
Boise: Sexty s Jewelers ... _   mBellevue: Sevan Jlrs., Bellevue Square
Boise: Williams. In Franklin Center „ r. .. . .,. . Bremerton: Pnedlander & Sons, Jlrs.
Coeur d Alene: Clark s Jewelry „ . ,,Bremerton: Jorgen Nelson Jewelers
Moscow: Dodson s Jewelers „ . ... , ,
Bunen: Reibman s Jewelers
I
OREGON Everett: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
Albany: W. R. Ten Brook Jewelers Longview: Friedlander & Sons, Jlrs.
Corvallis: Konick's Jewelry Mt.Vernon: Deming Jewelers
Eugene: Skeie's Jewelry Pasco: Glasgow's Jewelry
Forest Grove:Timmrock & McNicol Pullman: Crown Jewelers
Jeweler» Seattle:Carrolls Jewelers, Downtown
Hillsboro: Anderson Bros. Jewelers Seattle: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
(lamath Falls: Beach Jewelers 2 Stores
.a Grande: Laurence's Jewelry Seattle: Phil's Jewelry in Ballard
vicMinnville:Timmrock S McNicol Seattle: Porter & Jensen, Jewelers
JewBlert Spokane: Dodsons Jewelers, 2 Stores
Bedford: Lawrence's Jewelers Spokane: Ponders Jewelery in North-
Medford: Wes Pearsons Jeweler town
Pendleton: Henry Gerards, Jeweler Spokane: Tracy's In Dishman Square
Portland:Carl Grove, Jeweler Tacoma: Austin's Lakewood Jewelers
Portland: Jenson £ Davenport,Gate- Tacoma: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
w"y Walla Walla: Falkenberg's Jewelers.
Portland: Nielson's Jewelers 2 Stores
Springfield: Fee & Richey, Jewelers Yakima: Lester Berg's Jewel Box
First Run Seattle
|CARROLL BAKER^* GEORGE MAHARISIS7HE POWDER JR^IJ ISTHEFUSE
I .^nrjvmE i \ iH"^ in r** *
"2mmPETERUWORD MCALNFORS EOMOND OMEN ALDORAYANNSOTHERN LLOYD BOCHNER
KKkodhMWriNH KUI O.KW>,GOMKMDOUaAS SowWiI,SYDNEYBOOM JSKWIi cumiwuK-'ar."- nuuu
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"IT STARTED
WITH A KISS"
with Debbie Reynolds
jur and Glenn Ford
Broadway Theater
85 cents with ASSU cord
201 Broadway E. EA 3-1085
No One Under 18 Unless Accompanied by Adult
Oregon State Takes First
In Seattle Drill Competition
OregonState University'sbay-
onet drill teammarchedoff with
the first place trophy in the
City of Seattle Invitational Drill
Meet held Saturday at the Sand
Point Naval Air Station.
S.U. "A" teamedgedGonzaga
by 14 points, to take second
place with a total of 1,318. Ore-
gon led with 1,431, and :he
fourth place team, the U.W. Air
Force ROTC, had 1,287.
Maj. Gen. William Garrison,
Tenth Army Corps commander,
awarded the trophies to the top
four teams.
FINISHING IN order behind
these leaders were Idaho State
CollegeROTC, S.U.s "B" team,
U.W. Navy ROTC and Whidbey
Island Naval Air Station. The
awardfor outstandingdrill team
commander was given to Cadet
Lt. Col. David Lum, who com-
manded S.U. "A" team.
The judging staff, headed by
Brig. Gen. JosephMurray, com-
mander general of the 104th Di-
vision, rated the units on the
basis of two separate drill ex-
hibitnons.
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Proficiency in platoonmarch-
ing according to the Army's fa-
miliar 22-5 Drilland Ceremonies
manual provided the basis for
judging in the morning* compe-
titions.
IN THE afternoon, after hav-
ing lunch at Ft. Lawton, the
teams performed their fancy
drill exhibitions, employing
many of their intricate march-
ingpatterns.
Lenten Schedule
Set for Masses
Masses during the Lenten sea-
son will follow a special sched-
ule, Fr. Gordon Toner, S.J.,
student chaplain, has announ-
ced.
Masses will be Monday
through Friday in the Chieftain
lounge at 11:15 a.m. and 12:15
p.m.; in the Liberal Arts Chapel,
6:30, 7:10 and 7:50 a.m.; at Xa-
vier Hall, 7 a.m.; at Marycrest
Hall, 6:30, 7:10, and 7:50 a.m.,
and at Bellarmine Hall 6:30
a.m., and 12:10p.m.
The First Friday Masses will
be in the Chieftain lounge at
8:10, 9:10. 11:10 a.m. and 12:10
p.m.
ASSU Secretaries
Terri Pagni, ASSU secre-
tary-elect, announced yester-
day that applications for
ASSU executive secretaries
will be taken today from 1-3
p.m. in the ASSU office.
Applicants are to fill out
forms and be interviewed.
Three coeds will be selected
to fillpositionsas senate sec-
retary,activitiesboardsecre-
tary,and financialboard sec-
retary.Secretariesserve with
the advantage of half-tuition
scholarships.
HELP WANTED TYPING
ASSISTANT manager needed. $15 re- —,-.,..— -.  
duction on rent of $60. Furnisiied TYPING, my home. Stencils, manu-
bachelor apartment. All utilities scripts and theses, etc. 1014 25th
paid. Very light duties. EA 2-0364.
t., tA S-B4VS.
GIRL +o share home with working
mother and child. Private room, ....... . ,
full use of house. 4417 Williams "ESES, term paper,, manuscript
Avenue W. AT 2-7739. typing Mrs. Rich, WE 7-2423.
Classified rates: 5 cents per word,
three times for the price of two,
10 per cent discount if paid in ad-
vance. Place ads by calling EA 3-
9400.ext.252.
APTS.. ROOMS
3 BLOCKS to school. Spacious I and
2-bedroom apartment available.
New furniture, new kitchen and
bath. Several S.U. students live
here. Heat, water included.
$78.50. 1703 12th Aye. EA 3-6636.
MODERN apartment, furnished I-
bedroom, $75, newly redecorated,
1633 14th Aye. EA 2-3772.
ST. PAUL APARTMENTS
SPACIOUS apartment for gracious
living, suitable groups of girls, six
rooms, $110. Mrs. Sainsbury, EA 5-
0221.
APT. FOR RENT: Furnished or unfur-
nished, 3 '/i rooms, clean.Near bus,
shopping; heat, water furnished.
Near S.U., quiet lighted street.
$80-$B5-$9O. EA 3-0763.
FURNISHED apartments. Walking dis-
tance. 1626- 13th Aye. $60-75.
BROADWAY District. Couple. Large
apt., one bedroom, dining room,
heated, appliances. Half-price in
return for light management duties.
ME 2-8349.
MISCELLANEOUS
TYPEWRITERS. Rentals, repairs. Dis-
count to students. Open evenings.
Columbus Typewriter Co. 719 E.
Pike, EA 5-1053.
ATTENTION Bellarmine Hall resi-
dents. Need witness to accident
which occurred Jan. 31, 1965
(Sunday) at about 5:20 p.m. at
12th and Cherry involving 1960
Chev and 1962 Falcon. Call Don
Vincent, LA 3-9000.
IMPORTED Irish sweaters, tartan
skirts, men's Irish jackets, ladies'
custom coats, yardage. SU 3-9291.
SKlS— used once— Head SS— l95
cm. EA 3-6287.
GOING TO CAL.7 Want 4 riders.
Round trip $30-45 (transportation
only). Leaving 17th. Steve Toth,
CH 3-9442.
The quarter's nearly over. Don't let
those unneeded school supplies
(books, etc.)) gather dust at
home. Sell them quickly with Spec-
tator classified ads. Call us on the
"hot line," EA 3-9400, ext. 252,
or on the regular line (EA 3-9400,
ext. 252). Only 5 cents a word.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE
Amazing new liquid plastic coating
used on all types of surfaces, interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied on Asphalt Tile, Vinyl, Linole-
um, Vinyl Asbestos, Hard Wood, and
Furniture. Completely eliminates
painting when applied to Wood, Met-
al, or Concrete surfaces. This finish is
also recommended for boats and
automobiles.
NO COMPETITION
As these are exclusive formulas in
demand by all businesses, industry
and homes. No franchise fee. Mini-
mum investment
—
$300. Maximum in-
vestment
—
$7,000. Investment is se-
sured by inventory. Factory personnel
will help you set up your business.
For complete details and descriptive
literature write:
CHEM-PLASTICS & PAINT
CORP.
1828Locust. St.Louis 3. Mo.
(SMOKE SIGNALS I
Today orary, is recruiting pledges for
u J. its incoming class of 1965. Pre-raeeungs medical and pre-dental students
Grimma Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m., interested in membership in this
Chieftain lounge. honorary should complete the
Trnir^Hrrv questionnaire available in the of-"~tr ."* fice of the biology department
Activities during the next week.
mlSTboSliSffifwiSferqUrle?" CAP-spansored closed retreatsmural bowling tor winter quarter. gt the CAp Center the weekends
Friday of March 19 and 26, from 8 p.m.
Activities Friday night to 8 p.m. Sunday
„£?? SSWWT fit SStii0rbrn0lfflSUtoPlrtnee 2-4, evening7.30 p.m., P.gott (he student residence halls MealsA"~ will be servedat Bellai<mineHall.
Reminders The price for six meals is $5.50.
Alpha Epsilon Delta, national Registration is at the CAP House,
pre-medical and pre-dental hon- 1015 E. Columbia St., by Friday.
CLASSIFIED
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GOING OUR WAY?
If you're mapping out your career destination, Ling- telemetry and tracking " reconnaissance systems
Temco-Vought offers a wide choice of exciting and " amplifier and computer design " electromagnetic
challenging routes toyour personalizedgoal. interference control " technical administration ...
Here at LTV, young, alert engineers are "going places" amor|g others.
in the fields of aircraft, missiles, space, mobile surface In addition to a rewarding professional environment,
vehicles, weapons systems, ground and airborne com- LTV offers engineers the opportunity to earn advanced
munications, electronics, and range services. Support- degreesthrough company-financedgraduateeducation
ing these activities is an excellent engineering climate programs.
providing the opportunity to contribute and profes- Before selecting your industrial home, investigate the
sional advancement which is a direct function of the career avenues available with Ling-Temco-Vought. Get
contribution. Assignments are diversified and stimu- complete details from your Placement Office or write
lating in such areas as: aerodynamics" avionics and College Relations Office, Ling-Temco-Vought, P. 0.Box
instrumentation " dynamics " systems design " propul- 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222. LTV is an equal oppor-
sion " stress analysis " communications design " tunity employer.
■^■W B 7 LCVO-riMCO-VOUOHT f/SfC;
§Jir>f DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES LTV ALTEC " LTV ASTRONAUTICS " LTVCONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS " LTV LING ELECTRONICS " LTV MICHIGAN " LTV MILITARY
ELECTRONICS " LTV RANGE SYSTEMS " LTV RESEARCH CENTER " LTV TEMCO AEROSYSTEMS " LTV UNIVERSITY. LTV VOUGHT AERONAUTICS " KENTRONHAWAII. LTD
